Interrupted Process: 2013
CAEA Spring Exhibition
May 30-July 6, 2013

You are invited to create work for the CAEA spring exhibition at the Metropolitan State University of Denver Center for Visual Art in the Art District on Santa Fe. This correspondence art project will challenge presumptions in our own work and by extension with our students. Please join us. It would not be the same without you.

How do we lay the foundation for transformative work? Once the foundation is laid does the work follow? Where do we look to rejuvenate a stalled work? What might happen if our process was interrupted? What is art making if not a transformative experience? How do we architect experiences for our students? How do we cultivate the same in our own studios? What might happen if our process is interrupted?

What next?

- To participate register on-line here
- Mid-December a postcard with additional details will arrive in the mailboxes of registered participants
- Continue the journey with new creative challenges delivered by monthly postcards
- Registration deadline December 1, 2012
- Complete work and deliver to the CVA by May 10, 2013

The 2013 CAEA spring exhibition will exclusively feature work from this project and will replace the traditional call for entries. All CAEA members are encouraged to participate in Interrupted Process.